
1931 Ford Model A Town Sedan 

By Peter W. Pandolfi 

I started my collector car life with a 1973 Ford Mustang Mach I in 1999.  The car was dubbed 

“The Beast” and my wife, Pam, wanted no part of it.  While cars were never of any great 

consequence to her, she attended car shows and club meetings with me.  The fellowship of the 

Bull Run Region, AACA caused a turn in her outlook and she informed me that she would like a 

car of her own to show.  Since she was not that car savvy at that time, I suggested we visit the 

2003 Hershey Fall Meet where she would be able to view a wide variety of cars to determine 

what she wanted. 

At Hershey, she was looking over the field and pointed out a car she liked.  Never let it be said 

Pam doesn’t have great taste.  The car was a 1929 Packard four door sedan.  Realizing I really 

could not afford a Packard, I suggested she look around at more vehicles.  She pointed to a car a 

few rows over and it was another Packard.  We then struck out on our own.  When we rejoined 

she had three other cars picked out, a Packard, a Packard and a Packard all with the relatively 

same body style.  As we discussed it I learned she did not know the difference between a 

Packard and a Pontiac.  It was the upright body style with four doors she liked.  We then began 

an online search for more affordable cars with the same type body style.  In 2004, our search 

brought us to the Tom Mack website who was selling a 1931 Ford Model A Town Sedan.  A 

quick call and we made arrangements to go see the car in Charlotte, NC.   

Neither she nor I had ever driven a car this old, but with some basic instruction from Tom we 

went off on a test drive.  Pam decided this car had everything she was looking for and I decided I 

could not only afford to buy the car but could afford any repairs it might need.  My offer was 

accepted and we arranged with Tom a date that he would deliver the car to our house.   

The car was all black with apple green wheels.  The interior was camel colored mohair with 

wood accents around the windows and the dash.  Upon further inspection the “wood” was 

actually painted metal, but it looked good.  The car came with the standard 200 cubic inch four 

cylinder engine putting out a whopping 45 horsepower.  It was a Deluxe model with cowl lights 

and a single taillight on the left side and dual side mounted spare tires.  The wheels were 19 

inches instead of the 21 inch wheels of the 1928/29 Model A.  It had a luggage rack mounted on 

the rear bumper and an optional single windshield wiper which only cleared the area 

immediately in front of the driver. 

The car was an outrageous amount of fun to drive and always got waves and smiles from people 

on the street.  They especially loved the “aaoogha” horn.  We decided to name this car Belle to 

be the Beauty to my Beast.  Belle was in fairly good shape due to an older restoration, but we 

wanted to put our own stamp on it.  I purchased a beige leather trunk to go on the luggage rack, 

added a right side taillight, mounted window shades on the back windows and installed two glass 

bud vases to the interior walls.  This increased the utility and elegance of the car which, in its 

day, was the top of the line Ford. 

While the car was fun to drive, we certainly had to learn how to drive it.  To start a car today you 

turn a key or step on the brake pedal and push a button and it starts.  The Model A was slightly 

more complex.  First you have to go under the hood to turn on the gas which is gravity fed.  You 

then got behind the wheel turned the ignition key, set the spark, set the throttle, adjusted the fuel 

mixture, pulled the choke out and stepped on the starter pedal.  Then the car would start, but you 



had to continue to make adjustments to spark, throttle, choke and mixture to keep it running.  

Now you can engage the three speed manual transmission, but do not forget to double clutch as it 

is not a synchronized transmission. 

The driving experience is a tad different than driving a modern car.  A modern car can do 0-60 

miles per hour in about 4-6 seconds.  The Model A can go 0-60 miles per hour in… actually I 

could never get it up to 60 except downhill.  You could get it up to 50 miles per hour in a minute 

or two.  Worried about quick stops?  Not a problem in the Model A, the manual brakes do not 

make quick stops, but at least there is a drum brake on each wheel.  Driving the Model A is 

stepping into a different world with a slower pace and less refined precision.  This is not a bad 

place to be and part of the fun.  I only wish other drivers could realize that these cars are very 

different and drive their modern ones accordingly. 

One of Pam’s early excursions in her new old car proved to be very interesting.  She was driving 

in Manassas and at the intersection of Sudley Road and Route 28 she noticed smoke coming 

from under the hood.  She stopped and saw flames licking out of the hood vents.  The grease and 

oil that had built up on the inside of the engine bay caught fire.  It turns out she had left the fuel 

mixture too rich and a spark jumped and ignited it.  There was no real damage done, but to her 

embarrassment my fire station responded to the vehicle fire.  Of course, the guys recognized her.  

The incident burned the grease and oil off the engine compartment and blistered some of the 

paint on the firewall.  It should be noted that the firewall is also the outside wall of the gas tank.  

Could have been interesting. 

Not every jaunt in the car ended this way.  We attended many shows with that car enjoying the 

crowd’s reactions to seeing Beauty and the Beast.  In 2011, the Model A was featured as the Ault 

Award car at the Edgar Rohr car show.  We also attended numerous parades in and around 

Manassas.  We even used the car to transport the bride, the daughter of a close friend, and groom 

from the church to the reception.  To keep in period, we tied some empty cans and a couple of 

old shoes to the rear bumper with a big “Just Married” sign on the trunk.   

One year we were given a very unique opportunity.  An Irish rock band was having a New 

Year’s Eve gala in Washington DC.  They wanted three antique cars on display at the building 

housing the event for both decoration and photo opportunities for the guests.  Talking with a 

couple of other Bull Run members, we got two roadsters and the Town Sedan to go to the event.  

The three couples, Pam and I, Leonard and Pat Pacquette, and Richard and Pat Porter, all got 

complimentary admission to the party.  About one pm on December 31 we struck out in a 

caravan of three Model A’s and headed into the district.  The weather was pleasant and sunny.  

We got to the location about five in the afternoon and after setting the cars in place went to a 

local pub for dinner.  The party kicked off at eight o’clock and there was a huge crowd.  The cars 

were a big hit.  Sometime shortly after midnight, the six of us decided we had had enough fun for 

one year and began the drive home.  One minor change, however.  The temperature had dropped 

and it was sleeting and snowing.  Needless to say, the drive home was a little less enjoyable than 

the one to the party.  Among the three cars, I had the only windshield wiper.  Model A’s do not 

have a heater.  They use the heat from the exhaust pipe to heat the passenger area.  It was a wild 

ride, but we made it back without incident. 

While we enjoyed this car very much and it was the favorite of our granddaughter, the time had 

come for Belle to find a new home.  Pam had given up on driving it in 2008 when she got her 

1965 Corvair.  While not a complex car, she felt it was too complex for her to drive.  In truth, 



driving the Model A is more of an art than a science.  You have to be in tune with the car.  I had 

sold the Beast in 2011.  By 2013 my physical condition got to a point where I felt I could no 

longer drive it safely.  Ironically, we sold the car back to the very person we had bought it from.  

Wherever she is, we are sure someone is enjoying driving Belle around. 

 

 

The Pandolfi 4-door Model A sits in pleasant surroundings at Huntley Plantation in 2011 near an 
example of its older sibling, a Model T. It appears Pam and Pete  came prepared for a picnic. 



 

This great shot shows the Pandolfi Model A at a place of honor at the 2011 Rohr Show. The Ault Award 
was presented in 2010. 

 

Pam and Pete with their Model A and other friends celebrate the end of 2006 and the beginning of 
2007. 



 

St. Pat’s Day 2007 was an especially festive occasion for this Irish Model A replete with green wheels. 
Erin go Bragh! 

 

The Pandolfi Model A sports a very tidy engine compartment. And who really needs more than 40 
horsepower? 



 

Never mind the reflection on the front seat cushion, this is a pristine interior, front and back. 

 

 



 

 

 


